
Dan and Ashley



We may not know you yet, but we have so much respect for you. We   
cannot imagine the emotions you are going through and sacrifices you’ve 
already made. We pray for you daily, that you feel loved and supported and 
that God will meet you with peace and clarity, no matter what decision you 
make. Choosing life and adoption is such a selfless decision that requires 
so much strength and courage. We just want you to know how brave we 
think you are. 

We promise your child will grow up in a stable home filled with uncondition-
al love and support. We will raise your child with love, patience, respect, 
and so much laughter. We will encourage hard work in school and extracur-
ricular activities, and instill values of respect, kindness, love and service. 
We can’t promise that your child will have a perfect life, but we can promise 
that we will celebrate with them in their achievements and support them in 
their struggles. We can assure you that your little one will be adored and 
loved unconditionally, and we will do everything we can to give them a full 
and joy-filled life. 

You will always have a special place in our hearts. We will be open with 
your child about the brave and courageous decision you made, and tell your 
little one about your great love for him or her. May you always be aware of 
the profound joy that you are bringing into this world and may your life be 
blessed with peace, joy and God’s unending love. Thank you for taking the 
time to get to know us, and considering us to be a loving family for your 
sweet baby. 

With great love and appreciation, 

So nice to “meet” you!

- Dan & Ashley - 



- Love makes a family - 



Our personalities are a great balance. Ashley is the outgoing one who tends 
to be more carefree and sociable. Daniel is more reserved, patient and  
organized. We are both driven, hardworking, easy going and fun loving. 

It all started in November 2011 when Dan sent Ashley a corny joke on 
match.com (before there was an app for that!) and the laughs haven’t 
stopped since. After exchanging messages for a few days, we had dinner 
together and quickly discovered how much we had in common. Our dating 
years were lots of fun, and still are! We dated for 3 years before Dan  
proposed at a winery in the mountains -- the same place we had one of our 
first dates. 

When we got married in the Fall of 2014, we promised each other forever – 
til death do us part. And we intend to keep that commitment for the rest of 
our lives. That’s why even as parents, we make it a priority to spend quality 
time together regularly and have a date night once a month.

We are both very active people. We love traveling, exploring new places 
and cultures, attending festivals and sporting events and hosting friends 
at our home. Exercise is a part of our daily lives and we take walks with our 
son and dog in the evenings. We eat dinner together at the table, and wind 
down with a Netflix show after we put Connor to bed. Every week we meet 
a group from our church for Bible study and community. On the weekends, 
we make an effort to spend quality time with Connor and find activities that 
help him explore this big world — like hiking, going to the zoo or the   
aquarium, or splashing in the pool in the summer.  

This is Us



We believe that love makes a family, not DNA, and it’s our hearts 
desire to be parents and grow our family.

In December 2018 we adopted our son, Connor, and are excited 
about the opportunity to give him a sibling through adoption. We 
know the two will share a special bond not only as siblings but 
through their unique adoption stories. 

Since Ashley was a little girl she has had a heart for adoption, and 
we even discussed growing our family through adoption prior to 
marriage. 

As a senior in highschool, Dan was diagnosed with Hodgkin’s 
Lymphoma, and although he is healthy and cancer-free today, the 
treatments he went through impacted his fertility. Shortly after 
marriage, we struggled to conceive. We did tests with a fertility 
specialist and found out that Ashley has Polycystic Ovarian  
Syndrome (PCOS) which can make it difficult to get pregnant.  
After running some additional tests, we made the decision to 
grow our family through adoption instead of pursuing further 
treatments. 

We believe God placed the obstacle of infertility in our lives 
not only to make us stronger, but to point us toward adoption. 
We learned a lot about grief and depended a lot on each other 
throughout our journey to parenthood. The heartache of infertility 
and a failed adoption brought us to our first son, Connor. We have 
such overwhelming love for Connor, and we know we will also 
have that same love for any new child that comes into our family. 

Why We are Adopting



First and foremost, I love being a mom. While I may not be perfect at it,  
watching Connor grow and develop into a little boy has been one of the  
greatest joys of motherhood. My desire is to be a mom of two and nurture 
both children into responsbile, independent adults. I’m ready to play the 
(many) rolls such as referree, guidance counselor, teacher, nurse, maid,  
waitress and friend. 

I’m also passionate about my job as a Marketing Communications Manager 
and have learned how to balance it with mom life. I typically work from 9am-
5pm, but my job is flexible and I work from home a few days a week. I plan to 
take 3 months maternity leave before going back to work. We love the daycare 
Connor attends, and it’s my hope to have the siblings there together. 

Meet Ashley

Thoughts from Daniel
Some of the qualities that first  

attracted me to Ashley were here 
compassion, kindness, and trustwor-
thiness. It’s clear Ashley’s top priority 
is caring for her family. She is selfless 
and always puts others’ needs first. It’s 

this quality that makes her such a  
nurturing and empathetic mother. I 
love watching Ashley interact with 

Connor; she is so patient with him and 
finds new and fun ways to entertain 

him. I know that Ashley will support her 
kids to reach their full potential. Ashley 
is an amazing mother to Connor and I 

know she will be the same way with any 
child we bring into our family! 

Favorite Things: Fall, dark chocolate, coffee, exercising, cooking, relaxing at the beach



Thoughts from Ashley
Watching Dan become a dad has made me love him even 
more— which I didn’t think was possible. He is so patient with 
Connor and makes him laugh uncontrollably. Some of my 
favorite moments are watching him read a book to Connor 
before bedtime. He values quality time together, is support-
ive, loyal and does everything in his power to provide for and 
protect our family. He always looks for the silver living during 
difficult situations and is my rock and encourager. He has a 
great sense of humor and enjoys making us all laugh!

While we cannot have biological children, adoption has redefined how I view a 
family. Becoming a father is something I never could’ve prepared for. It   
immediately reset my priorities and taught me so much more about family. 
Being a dad is fun and challenging as I balance structure, mentorship, nurture, 
love, and playtime. I cherish fatherhood and enjoy bringing a child into the 
joyful and adventurous life I lead with Ashley as my wife.

I work for a convenience store retailer as a Senior Manager focused on the 
company’s growth through real estate and construction. My job requires some 
day trips but also provides the flexibility to work from home when necessary. 
Fortunately, I receive two months of paternity leave to bond with the baby, and 
plan to take the full amount. 

Meet Daniel

Favorite Things: Spring, birthday cake ice cream, Christmas, football & golf, the beach



As I write this, Connor is about 18 months old and growing like a weed! His 
personality is starting to shine through and we think he will be a very sociable 
little boy. This kid waves at everyone we see and has never met a stranger! 
He’s extremely energetic, determined and curious. He loves to play outside 
and explore the world. He is becoming more and more independent and is 
sure to make a good big brother. 

We both grew up with siblings and there was never a dull moment in our 
homes! We know it won’t all be rainbows and butterflies, but we believe there 
are many positive benefits to having a sibling. Not only will they both have a 
lifelong friend and playmate, they will teach each other how to share, compro-
mise and empathize. Sure, they might fight and will certainly have differences, 
but it’s our hope they will develop a deep bond that only siblings can have. 

Meet our son Connor

Connor has brought so much joy to our lives, we cannot 
imagine life without him. The love and respect we have 
for Connor’s birth mom is genuine and unconditional. 
We maintain an open relationship with her and Connor’s 
half-brother, and have created an incredibly beautiful bond. 
Adopting Connor has given us a deep respect for adoption 
and birth parents alike. 



We live in a colonial style home in a quiet, well-established neighborhood. The 
main floor plan consists of a family room, kitchen and dining room and upstairs 
is four bedrooms, and two bathrooms. The bedroom beside Connor’s will be 
the new nursery and it is just across the hall from our master suite. We plan to 
use our basement as a playroom for the kids as they get older.

Our neighborhood has a pool and tennis courts, and a small lake to canoe and 
fish. We love the sense of community we have with our neighbors – since there 
are so many kids in the area there is no shortage of fun! Our neighborhood puts 
on a parade and fireworks for 4th of July, a neighborhood-wide trick-or-treat 
event, and Santa comes to visit at Christmastime. We live close by to several 
public parks and hiking areas, and our city hosts various festivals and concerts 
throughout the spring, summer and fall months. We chose to live in this area 
because the schools have an exceptional reputation and education is very  
important to us.  

Home Sweet Home

Our dog Jax
Our Goldendoodle, Jax, is very playful and 
smart. Although he is rather large, he has 
the most gentle spirit and interacts so well 
with Connor. One time we found Connor 
fast asleep on Jax who patiently laid there 
until we put Connor to bed. We see best 
friend status in their future! 



Ashley’s family
I have a wonderful relationship with my family. My mom is loving, reserved and 
selfless. She was a teacher at an elementary school but is now retired. My dad 
is the Athletic Director at a Christian University and is a big time family man. He 
is hilarious and has always been physically active. My parents have been happily 
married for over 40 years! 

I have three older siblings, Kim, Tim and Anna. Kim, my oldest sister, is married 
and has 5 children ranging from ages 4 to 16 years old. Tim lives in Germany 
with his wife and twin daughters and Anna, is married and has two young girls. 
I’m very close to my siblings, and we talk or facetime at least once a week.  

Our Families

Dan’s Family
My mom just retired as an Assistant Principal and 
now has a lot of time to spend with Connor! She is 
quiet, loving, humble, and selfless. We see her  
frequently since she lives just 20 minutes away  
from us. My dad is a Healthcare Consultant and is 
very sociable, caring and values family greatly. We 
live about 30 minutes away from my dad and see 
him regularly. My sister, Laura, is married and has 
one son, Noah, who is 4 years old. Although they live 
in Arizona and we do not see them often, we   
facetime and text regularly.



We love where we live and we plan to stay here near our friends and 
family. We have dinner together as a family around the table and 
Saturday mornings consist of snuggles and a big breakfast with our 
little one. We make time everyday for bedtime stories, cuddles and 
prayers. We look forward to game and movie nights at home over a 
slice of pizza or a big bowl of popcorn when Connor and his sibling 
are a little older. We started taking an annual family vacation to a 
nearby beach and plan to continue that every year.

We will raise our children in a Christian home, continue attending 
church regularly as a family and pray together often. We have been 
blessed with a great support system of friends around our age who 
have young children. A couple of our friends recently adopted and 
we’ve been able to support each other as parents and learn from 
one another. 

We plan to send our children to public schools. We are fortunate  
to live in an area that provides a high quality education and a healthy 
amount of diversity as we feel it is important for our child to  
experience and develop relationships with people of different  
backgrounds. 

We believe every child should have the chance to pursue a college 
education. We will encourage our child to do well in school and 
stress the importance of education as they grow up. Ultimately  
college is their choice, but we hope that with our support and   
encouragement they will know they can pursue anything they set 
their mind on! Regardless of what path they choose, we will support 
them and help them achieve their dreams. 

Looking Ahead



We believe adoption is a difficult and selfless decision. It takes bravery, 
strength and unconditional love to make this decision for your child and 
we have so much respect for you. Although we can’t possibly imagine what 
you are going through right now, we want you to know that whether or not 
you choose us, we want what is best for you and your baby. If you choose 
us to be the parents of your little one we will love, support and care for 
him/her unconditionally. Your child will be adored and welcomed into our 
family with open hearts. Adoption will be talked about openly in our home 
and we will answer all of your child’s questions to the best of our ability. 
Your little one will always know that you had his or her best interest in mind 
from the beginning and your love for them is unconditional. Thank you for 
considering us to be the parents of your baby. 

With love, 

Dan & Ashley

Before you go
we want you to know



With love,
Dan & Ashley


